
GULF COAST PREMIER LEAGUE  

RULES & REGULATIONS 

The Gulf Coast Premier League (“GCPL”) is a non-profit 501(c)3 sanctioned by the United States Adult Soccer 
Association (“USASA”), and is organized to expand and facilitate high level competition among amateur/adult soccer 
teams (ages 16+) in and around the Gulf Coast. The rules and regulations contained below provide the eligibility and 
competition requirements for GCPL participation. 

1 GCPL ORGANIZATION 

1.1   Administration. The GCPL Vice President of Operations will serve as the central administrator of the GCPL (known 
as the “GCPL Administrator”). The GCPL Administrator will: (a) coordinate league scheduling of games, including 
referees; (b) publish schedule, rules, and competition standings; (c) establish and give team and individual awards; (d) 
maintain discipline records and enforce suspensions as necessary; (e) collect, maintain, and disburse league fees and 
performance bonds; and (f) set, announce, and coordinate the Annual General Meeting. The GCPL Administrator may 
be paid a reasonable fee for services rendered, as determined by the GCPL Board of Directors. 

1.2   Discipline Committee. The GCPL Discipline Committee (“DC”) exists to ensure compliance with GCPL rules and 
regulations. All member clubs, their players, coaches, staff, and fans are subject to GCPL discipline. In addition to 
addressing GCPL compliance, the DC shall also address issues, at the direction of the GCPL Board of Directors, or 
interested petitioning parties, involving the interests of the league, its teams, or the “good of the game.” The DC shall be 
composed of five (5) persons, including the President of the GCPL who will not vote except in circumstances of a tie. 
The remaining four (4) DC committee members shall be appointed by the President and must include at least one 
referee representative and one person with no direct connection to a member club. 

1.3   Appeals Committee. The GCPL Appeals Committee (“AC”) shall decide appeals of DC decisions. Each GCPL 
member club shall designate three (3) representatives to serve on the AC. The AC shall be a rotating committee/panel 
of three persons selected randomly (per appeal) from the available representatives nominated by GCPL member clubs 
[2] and a pool of referee representatives [1]. Each panel must be composed of one referee, one player, and one coach 
– no team involved in the appeal may be on the panel; no team may have more than one person on any panel; and no 
team from the same conference as the appealing team may be on the panel. 

1.4   Communication. Electronic mail (Email) is the primary means of communication between GCPL teams, the 
GCPL Administrator, and any GCPL committees. The primary email address for the GCPL is: 
info@GCPLsoccer.com. 

1.5   Team Independence. Subject to league rules regarding sponsorships and league-wide obligations, GCPL teams 
are independent entities in charge of their players, personnel, and fans. GCPL has no power to intervene in internal 
disputes except as it relates to enforcing GCPL rules and regulations. 

1.6   Governing Authority. Unless otherwise addressed herein, USASA Bylaws and Policies govern GCPL 
operations, including unforeseen roster and eligibility issues. 

1.7   Reserve League.   The GCPL Administrator will determine each year if there is enough interest to form a 
second division (“reserve” league).  The requirements and costs will be determined and published by the 
GCPL Administrator.   

2 GCPL TEAM OBLIGATIONS 

2.1   League Fees. Each season, each GCPL member team shall pay a $2,000 non-refundable league fee which shall 
be due by specific dates to be designated by the GCPL Administrator. This fee includes 22 player registrations per 
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team. The remainder of the fee will go toward the administration of the league, funding of awards, and financial 
assistance to US Open Cup participants.  

 
2.2   Late League Fee. To minimize bill collecting efforts and extra administrative work, teams are encouraged to submit 

league fees by the established deadline.  League fees that are received after the deadline are subject to late fees as 
indicated below.  Late fees are cumulative and accrue the first of each month after fee deadline.  

o Payment received before end of February: $0 late fee (grace period) 
o Payment received in March: $200 late fee  
o Payment received in April: $300 late fee (+ $200) = $500 
o Payment received after April 30: $500 late fee (+ $200 + $300) = $1000 

2.3   Performance Bond. Each season, each GCPL team shall post and maintain a performance bond of $500.00, by 
way of official club/team check due 14 days prior to the first scheduled GCPL match. The purpose of the bond is to 
cover the obligated and incurred costs of an affected team when the opposing team fails to participate in a scheduled 
GCPL match; the bond should serve to avoid forfeits. Additionally, a team’s bond may be drawn upon to cover any 
fees or fines due to the GCPL. If a violating team’s bond is drawn upon, it shall replenish the bond and ensure that 
$500.00 is posted no later than 48 hours before its next GCPL game. 

2.4   Bond Carryover. Each team’s bond will automatically carry over to the next GCPL season. Thirty days after the 
conclusion of the present GCPL season, teams that do not plan on participating in the next GCPL season may 
request in writing (via email) the return of its bond. 

2.5   Fines. Fines may be levied by the GCPL Administrator to ensure compliance with GCPL rules and to maintain 
the integrity of the league. If fined, teams must pay no later than 30 days from the date informed of infraction and 
fine.  

2.6   Failure to Pay. Failure to pay fines and fees will result in a 1-point (league standings) deduction for each day a 
fine or fee remains outstanding longer than 30 days.  The GCPL Administrator will develop a non-exclusive list of 
fines prior to the first GCPL regular season game.  This list may be updated from time to time. 

2.7   Sponsorship Cooperation. As the league develops strategic relationships with sponsors to benefit the league 
and its teams, GCPL teams must comply with any exclusivity provisions in GCPL-sponsor agreements. Conflicts 
with existing team sponsorship agreements will be considered by the GCPL.  The GCPL will use its best efforts to 
ensure that GCPL sponsorships do not conflict with existing team sponsorships or prevent member teams from 
securing sponsorship revenue at the local level. 

2.8   Social Media. GCPL member clubs must maintain a social media presence during the GCPL season.  At a 
minimum, each member club must maintain an official Facebook and Twitter page. Club representatives managing 
such social media pages shall refrain from posting on official club pages anything that is, or could be perceived as, 
negative about the GCPL, referees, coaches, fans, venues, or other member clubs. Any violation of this rule will be 
subject to fines as defined in Section 2.5 herein. 

3 GCPL TEAM & PLAYER ELIGIBILITY 

3.1   Establishing & Maintaining Team Eligibility. To be eligible for league play, each GCPL team must (by the 
respective deadlines identified by the GCPL Administrator): (a) submit an online application declaring its intent to field 
a team for the GCPL season; (b) pay its league fees; (c) post its performance bond; (d) properly register/insure 
players; and (e) submit a team roster (including headshots and email addresses). Once involved in GCPL league play, 
a GCPL team must remain in good standing by: (a) maintaining the proper performance bond; (b) fielding only USASA 
registered players for GCPL games; (c) paying referee fees prior to kickoff; (d) submitting game reports after each 
home game; (e) and paying fines and fees, if any, in a timely manner. 
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3.2   Player Registration. Only players registered and rostered to a GCPL team are eligible to compete.  Players become 
registered and rostered when GCPL confirms receipt of registration information – this ensures registration and 
insurance through USASA. All players on GCPL rosters must be at least 16 years old. Players are not officially eligible 
until registration fees are paid to GCPL. 

3.3   Player Passes. Proof of proper registration shall be evidenced by USASA player passes and/or state I.D., 
passport, or state driver’s license. The GCPL Administrator and/or match officials (at their discretion) may ask for 
additional identification (e.g., driver’s license) to ensure that only registered and insured players are competing in each 
GCPL match. Virtual passes may be accepted at the discretion of the referee. 

3.4   Youth Players. Players meeting the USASA minimum age requirements may be dual-registered; that is, they may 
be registered and insured on both a youth and an adult team. Individual teams/clubs are responsible for ensuring proper 
registration for these players. In case of conflict between youth and adult obligations, youth obligations shall take 
precedence in every situation. 

3.5  Eligibility Limitations. A GCPL player may only be registered to one GCPL team at a time.  A GCPL player may be 
registered to a maximum of two teams per season.  See GCPL transfer rules. 

4 GCPL ROSTER RULES 
 
4.1   Roster Submission Requirements. Initial 22-man rosters, with headshots and emails for players and coaches, shall 

be submitted no later than 7 days prior to each team’s first regular season GCPL contest. Headshots and emails are 
required for all players and coaches on the roster. Failure to submit a roster (including headshots and email addresses) 
7 days or more in advance of a team’s first GCPL game will result in a $50 fine for that team. Thereafter, teams will be 
fined $50 every 7 days until a roster (with headshots and emails) is properly submitted.  

 
4.2   Roster Consent.  Each club must maintain a written record that each player rostered consented to being rostered. 

Such record is not limited in form but must be submitted to the GCPL within 10 days of a request for the same. In case 
of conflict, it is the GCPL member club’s burden to prove its players consented to rostering. 

4.3   Roster Maximum and Fees. A maximum of 40 players may be rostered on any GCPL team roster at any one 
time. GCPL League Fee includes 22 player registrations. Additional player registrations cost $30 per player (i.e., if a 
team rosters 40 players, it will owe an additional $240: $30x18=$540). A player is not eligible to play until the 
registration fee is received by GCPL.  

4.4   Game Day Roster. A maximum of 18 players from a club’s GCPL team roster shall be eligible for each GCPL 
game. If more than 18 names are printed on the GCPL team roster, the 18 active players for each game must be 
identified on the GCPL game report.  All added and released players must be reported to the GCPL Administrator 
no later than 48 hours prior to any match to be eligible to participate. 

4.5   Roster Freeze Date. The roster freeze date is the first Monday in July. Teams may add and release players 
freely up until the roster freeze date (subject to GCPL transfer rules).  

4.6   Illegal Players. GCPL teams that play illegal players may be subject to financial penalties and points 
deductions. Fielding one or more illegal players in a game will result in forfeiture of that game and $500 fine. 

4.7   Recruitment and Tampering. GCPL team rosters are not limited to any geographical region. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, during the GCPL season GCPL teams and/or clubs may not contact, train, or tryout a player that is rostered 
by another GCPL team unless agreed upon by the rostering team.  Any rostered player wishing to contact, train with, 
or tryout for another GCPL club must obtain written permission from his rostering club before doing so. For purposes of 
this provision, the “GCPL Season” begins on the date of the AGM and ends on the Monday after the GCPL 
championship match.  Any club that violates this provision shall be subject to a $500 fine payable to the GCPL within 
30 days of receiving notice from the GCPL Administrator that the DC has determined that a violation of this provision 
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has occurred. If the club that initially rostered the player agrees to release said player to an offending club, said player 
shall not be allowed to compete against his former club during the same season. If the rostering club does not agree to 
release said player to the offending club, said player will be considered an illegal player for any club other than the 
rostering club. 

4.8   Player Transfers. Players, subject to Rule 4.7, may make a one-time GCPL team switch per GCPL season before 
the designated roster freeze date. 

5 GCPL COMPETITION RULES 

5.1   General Rules. Unless otherwise provided in these Rules and Regulations, all GCPL games shall be 
played in accordance with the FIFA Laws of the Game in force at the time of game. 

5.2   Number of Games. The GCPL Administrator shall determine the total number of GCPL games during the 
GCPL season. GCPL teams shall only play one GCPL game per day. 

5.3   Master Scheduling. The GCPL Administrator shall identify the dates and locations for all GCPL games for each 
GCPL season (the “GCPL Master Schedule”). It is up to the teams to finalize schedule times for individual games. The 
GCPL Administrator will set game times for those not agreed upon or submitted by team by the deadline set by the 
GCPL Administrator. 

5.4   Game Scheduling & Rescheduling. Any changes to GCPL Master Schedule must be agreed to first by opposing 
teams and then proposed to GCPL Administrator no later than two (2) weeks prior to the originally scheduled match. 
The GCPL Administrator and GCPL Assignor will review such requests and may approve or disapprove of the schedule 
change request. Any Master Schedule changes made less than two (2) weeks prior to the originally scheduled match 
date require a Game Change Fee equal to the referee fees for the originally scheduled game. Game Change Fees are 
the responsibility of the team necessitating the change (teams may agree to split the Game Change Fee if need is 
mutual). 

5.5   Suspended & Canceled Games. If a GCPL game is suspended by weather and the second half has begun, the 
game will be considered a full game. If any GCPL game is canceled, the participating GCPL teams shall attempt to 
reschedule the canceled game. If the teams cannot agree on a reschedule date, the GCPL will decide the time, date, 
and location of the makeup game. If the GCPL finds that a game cannot be rescheduled, that game will be considered a 
non-played game, and neither team will be awarded points. In the event of any non-played games, the GCPL 
Administrator will recalculate GCPL Standings based on points-per-game instead of total points. The last date to make 
up any suspended or rescheduled games is the Wednesday after the last GCPL regular season play date. 

 

5.6   Home Team Obligations. The home team in GCPL games will provide: (a) five official Select match game balls; (b) 
access to the field (or equivalent warm-up area equal or better than home team’s warm-up area) no later than 60 
minutes prior to kickoff; (c) full referee payment prior to kickoff; (d) an on-site trainer; (e) changing rooms or a bathroom 
for opposing team; (f) water for opposing team; (g) shaded area over opposing team’s bench; and (h) a safe and secure 
venue (including providing security if necessary to ensure the safety of players, coaches, referees, staff, and/or 
spectators).  Each failure to meet home a team obligation shall result in a fine.  

5.7   Referee Assigning. The GCPL has one official assignor (“GCPL Assignor”) responsible for assigning referees for 
all GCPL games. Additionally, the GCPL shall have one official assignor per state (“state assignor”). The Master 
Assignor and state assignors will work in conjunction to ensure each GCPL game is adequately staffed. The GCPL 
shall pay referee assigning fees. 

5.8   Referee Fees. Referee fees per game are $250 (Center-$90, AR-$60, 4th-$40). GCPL pays referee travel costs. 

5.9   Referee Fee Payment. Home team shall pay all referee fees (separated out per official) prior to kickoff. In no 
event shall referee payments be withheld for any reason. Each team shall receive one (1) courtesy warning for failing 
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to pay referees prior to a scheduled match. Thereafter, the GCPL shall fine a team $300 for failing to pay referees 
prior to a scheduled match. 

5.10 Uniforms. GCPL teams shall have at least two uniform kits (home and away). Scrimmage vests are not 
acceptable to wear during active match play. Teams may not wear the same color socks.  In the case of uniform 
conflict, the home team shall change to ensure contrasting colors among opposing teams. Teams shall coordinate 
prior to match day to avoid conflicts. Active and non-active players on the bench must wear GCPL scrimmage vests to 
distinguish themselves from on-field players. 

5.11 Bench Personnel. Official GCPL rosters will designate at least three designated coaches, including any player-
assistant coaches. It is a privilege, not a right, for non-active players to be in the bench area. The match official has 
the discretion to limit the bench area to the 18-player game roster plus coaching staff. All bench personnel must have 
an official pass. 

5.12 Substitutions. GCPL teams shall declare 18 players eligible for each game: 11 starters and 7 substitutes. Players 
may play once each half.  In other words, players substituted off in the first half may re-enter in the second half of play 
(not during first half); players substituted off in the second half may not re-enter. Substitutions may be made at any 
stoppage at the discretion of the referee.  In the case of overtime periods in the playoffs, the entire overtime is 
considered an additional “half” for substitution purposes. 

5.13 Potential Head Injuries.  Players removed to be evaluated for head injury and/or concussion may be replaced 
without counting toward total number of substitutions if team has at least 1 of its 7 substitutes on the bench available to 
enter the game. If approved by qualified medical personnel, a player removed to evaluate head injury may re-enter and 
shall replace the player that entered the game for him (neither replacement will count toward substitution limit). If player 
removed to be evaluated for head injury is unable to re-enter, player that replaced him counts as normal substitution.  If 
a team has used all 7 of its substitutions, this provision does not apply. 

5.14 Exhibition Matches. In order to ensure insurance coverage as well as compliance with USASA/USSF rules and 
requirements, all GCPL teams will notify the GCPL Administrator of the intent to participate in exhibition matches during 
the GCPL season. 

5.15 Red Cards & Carryover. Any GCPL player or coach receiving a red card in any GCPL game shall be suspended for 
the remainder of that GCPL game and at a minimum for the next GCPL game. Two cautions (yellow cards) in one game 
is the equivalent of a red card and will be punished with a one-game suspension. All red card offenses will be reviewed 
by the GCPL DC and longer suspensions may be handed down where warranted. Additional suspensions handed down 
by DC may be appealed. 

 

5.16 Yellow Cards, Accumulation, & Resetting. After 3 cautions (yellow cards) in a season, a GCPL player shall be 
suspended for 1 game. A GCPL player’s number of accumulated cards is reset to zero upon serving a suspension. 
For example, if a player receives 2 yellow cards in one game and serves the 1 game suspension, that same player 
is not again suspended after receiving his next caution – though 3 cautions have been received, the player’s 
accumulation was reset to zero upon serving the suspension. 

5.17 Game Reports. Each home team shall electronically submit a GCPL Game Report by taking a picture of the 
match card and emailing or texting it to the GCPL Administrator no later than 24 hours after each match. 

5.18 Points. In each GCPL game, participating teams shall be awarded 3 points for a win, 1 point for a tie, and 0 points 
for a loss. A forfeit shall be considered a 3-0 win for the non-forfeiting team and a 0-3 loss for the forfeiting team. 

5.19 Standings. The GCPL Standings will be updated weekly. The GCPL Administrator shall update the final standings 
once all GCPL games have been completed (or determined to be non-playable). The team with the most total points in 
each conference shall be declared a GCPL Conference Champion. In the event of one or more non-played games, the 
GCPL Standings shall be determined by points-per-game average instead of total points. 
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5.20 Tie Breakers. The following tie-breakers shall be used for resolving ties in the GCPL Standings: 

1. Overall Points 

2. Head-to-head 

3. Goal Differential 

4. Away Goals (against club(s) in tiebreaker) 

5. Playoff match or coin toss (if two-way tie); drawing of lots (if 3 or more teams). 

5.21 Playoff Format. The GCPL playoff format will qualify the top two teams from each conference. Each team will be 
seeded by the Tie Breakers (see 5.18-20); the top two teams will receive a bye in to the semifinals. Quarterfinal 
hosts shall pay referee fees. The GCPL shall pay semifinal and final referee fees.   

5.22 Season Withdrawal. Once the season begins, if a GCPL team withdraws from the league then all games played by 
the withdrawing team will be removed from the standings. No points will be earned by any team for games played or not 
played against the withdrawing team. Bond will be cashed, and penalties assessed per GCPL policy. 

5.23 Official Match Ball. Select Sport-America is the official match ball provider of the GCPL. Teams shall use the 
Select ball officially designated as the GCPL Official Match Ball as official match balls for all GCPL contests. Failure to 
provide Select match balls for GCPL contest will result in a $250 fine per contest. 

6 GCPL PLAYER DISCIPLINE 

6.1   Zero Tolerance & Disciplinary Review. The GCPL is committed to providing a playing environment that does not 
tolerate discrimination, harassment, or violence. In recognition of the passionate nature of soccer and the negative 
effects that discrimination, violence, and harassment have on the beautiful game, the GCPL DC shall review all red card 
offenses and any other disciplinary matters brought to its attention, including but not limited to referee abuse and 
assault claims, and may impose increased suspensions based on the severity of the offense(s). All misconduct, fighting, 
or similar offenses shall be subject to USASA/USSF policies and procedures. Assault and abuse hearings shall be 
conducted in compliance with US Soccer Federation Policy. 

7 PROTESTS, APPEALS, & WAIVERS 
 
7.1   Limited Protests. There will be no protests or appeals of judgment decisions made by referees in GCPL games 

(except where provided for in accordance with FIFA rules) or decisions made by the AC. Protests related to misapplied 
GCPL or FIFA Laws are permissible and shall (i) be in writing via email (which must contain specific grounds and factual 
details on which the protest is based, and which may contain still and/or video images); (ii) be accompanied by a $100.00 
Protest Fee (paid be electronic transfer); and (iii) received by the GCPL Administrator no later than 48 hours after the 
conclusion of the protested game. All protests shall be reviewed and decided by the GCPL AC, whose decision shall be 
final. In the case of a successful protest, the GCPL Administrator shall refund the $100.00 Protest Fee. 

7.2   Due Process. Any suspension not due to a red card offense is appealable to USSF. Any hearing for such appeal 
shall be conducted pursuant to USSF policies and procedures. 

7.3   Waivers. GCPL teams may apply for and be granted waivers of specific non-competition related league rules, 
requirements, and/or guidelines upon approval by the GCPL. Requests for waivers shall be in writing and delivered to 
the GCPL Administrator via email. Any other GCPL club negatively affected by such waiver may appeal such waiver 
to the AC.  

8 MISCELLANEOUS 

8.1   Confidentiality. All GCPL league and team communications are confidential unless otherwise noted or 
distributed publicly. 
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8.2   Liability. GCPL shall not be responsible for paying any municipal, parish, or state fines incurred through the 
violation of venue policies and regulations by players, coaches, staff, or spectators. 

8.3  Awards. The GCPL shall provide and award GCPL conference champions and GCPL playoff champion with 
awards. 

8.4   Matters Not Covered. Any matter not provided for in these Rules and Regulations shall be decided by the 
GCPL Administrator in consultation with the GCPL Executive Board. 

8.5   Governing Authority. In case of conflict between GCPL rules and USSF or USASA rules, both USSF and USASA 
rules shall control. 


